Your septic system cleans the water you use every day. Not the most glamorous of duties, but critical to the overall “health” of your home. Septic system failures are expensive to fix and can be a significant source of water contamination.

Protect your home investment and water quality. Here’s how:

- Have your septic system inspected every 2 to 3 years by a reputable septic tank service contractor. When necessary, have your tank pumped out.
- Avoid field compaction and broken pipes. Never park, drive or build on your tank or drain field.
- Protect the bacteria in your septic system. Use mild, “septic safe” detergents and cleaners.
- Check for signs of system failure: areas in the yard that remain moist during dry times; patches of excessive grass or plant growth; or excess algae growth along shorelines. If you see signs of failure, schedule an inspection and repairs immediately.

Skip the unnecessary drama. Take care of your septic system and it will take good care of you.

For more information on this topic, give us a call:

there’s no drama ‘til the septic system goes
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